River diagram with labels

Explain the main hydrological characteristics and processes which operate within rivers and
drainage basins. With a partner, list as many rivers as you can in 60 seconds. Share your list
with the class. Watch the video and make notes on the processes and key terms mentioned.
Complete the gap fill using the words from the diagram above. Write a short paragraph
describing two different ways that water passes through the drainage basin system. Use the
keywords throughout. Imagine you are travelling down a river, from the source in the mountains
to the mouth at the sea. How would the landscape change along the way? Describe this with a
neighbour. Explore a famous river from its source to its mouth. Locate examples from the long
profile activity above and screenshot them. Add them to a document and write a short text for
each screenshot describing what is visible. This is called erosion. The boulders, pebbles, sand,
silt and mud are carried downstream. This is called transportation. The material being
transported is called the load. When the river loses energy it deposits material on the river bed.
The largest material boulders are deposited first. Explain how one named process of erosion
may be stronger or weaker depending on river conditions 3 marks. Processes of erosion,
transport and deposition work together to create river landforms. These landforms vary
depending on the course of the river. Watch the video below and note the names of the
landforms mentioned. Which landforms are found in the upper, middle and lower courses?
TASK: Draw labelled diagrams describing and explaining the creation of different river
landforms:. Watch the video above and note the names of the landforms referenced. Draw a
labelled diagram for each of the following landforms:. Add a title and description of the
landform e. Gorge - a steep-sided valley with a river running through it. Add numbered labels
explaining each stage of the formation of the landform. Remember to include river erosion
processes keywords from last lesson in your explanation! Why is Switzerland at risk from
flooding? List human and natural causes of flooding. Create an illustrated mind map to show
the physical and human causes of flooding in Switzerland. In August torrential rain fell for days
on end across extensive areas north of the Alps in Switzerland. In some locations, more rain fell
than had ever been seen since records have been kept. Within a matter of hours, the water in
some lakes reached maximum level, and landslide processes were triggered on numerous
slopes. Seven people died. The cost of the material damage caused totalled approximately three
billion Swiss francs. Up to mm of rainfall was received on the northern side of the Alps in 24hrs
on the 22nd August, Highlight causes and effects using two different colours. Watch the videos
below and write a paragraph summarising how river management projects aim to reduce flood
risk. With reference to a named example , examine the causes of a river flood 7 marks. Other
Student Area Teacher Area. Drainage Basins. Draw a simple version of the drainage basin
diagram Annotate the picture with labels to show: drainage basin tributary confluence
watershed. View fullsize. Complete the gap fill using the words from the diagram above Stick
the completed gap fill into your notes Write a short paragraph describing two different ways that
water passes through the drainage basin system. River Profile. Describe and explain the long
profile and shape in cross section. River Processes. Demonstrate an understanding of
processes of erosion, transport and deposition. Many processes occur in rivers. Can you name
any? There are many factors affecting erosion. These include: load â€” the heavier and sharper
the load the greater the potential for erosion velocity and discharge â€” the greater the velocity
and discharge the greater the potential for erosion gradient â€” increased gradient increases
the rate of erosion geology â€” soft, unconsolidated rocks, such as sand and gravel, are easily
eroded pH â€” rates of solution are increased when the water is more acidic human impact â€”
deforestation, dams and bridges interfere with the natural fl ow of a river and frequently end up
increasing the rate of erosion. TASK: Read the text above and make detailed notes in your
notebook. TASK: Watch the two videos above. Draw a labelled diagram with definitions for the
words and a description of the processes. River Landforms. Describe and explain the landforms
associated with river processes. River Landforms Processes of erosion, transport and
deposition work together to create river landforms. TASK: Draw labelled diagrams describing
and explaining the creation of different river landforms: Watch the video above and note the
names of the landforms referenced Draw a labelled diagram for each of the following landforms:
V-shaped valley Waterfall Meander Ox-bow lake Floodplain Levee Delta Add a title and
description of the landform e. Gorge - a steep-sided valley with a river running through it Draw a
box around your diagram using a ruler Add numbered labels explaining each stage of the
formation of the landform Remember to include river erosion processes keywords from last
lesson in your explanation! River Hazards. Examine the causes and effects of the flood in
Switzerland. Your mind map must include: Branches which go from thick to thin Different
colours for different branches An illustration for each piece of information. Heavy precipitation
on 22nd August The River Aare in Switzerland. Write a paragraph summarising the floods in
Highlight causes and effects using two different colours Note causes and effects in two

columns in your notebook. Stream Management Strategies. Evaluate the costs and benefits of
alternative stream management strategies. Management strategies: Flood relief tunnel Thun
Channel enlargement Bern. Management strategies: Catchment basin Flood relief channel Flood
proofing. Management strategies: Debris removal in Altstatten, St. Gallen Channelisation in
Wasen, Emmental. Each person in the same group watches the same video. Agree on the most
important information to share. Task 2 Make four new groups with mixed members Share your
management strategies with the group Listen to the other students and complete the grid.
Rivers have been the backbone of human civilization, home to the most vibrant wildlife
population and a source of inspiration and vitality. Understand the river system, its features and
parts, definitions of important terms associated with rivers and learn the names, interesting
facts, and also to locate the major rivers of the world with our printable rivers of the world
worksheets curated for grade 3, grade 4, grade 5 and grade 6 children. Our free world rivers
worksheets are definitely worth a try! River System Diagram Chart. This easy-to-refer chart pdf
illustrates the main characteristics of a river system, and gives lucid definitions of its features
like source, delta, meander, etc. Labeling the Features of a River. Identify and label the parts of
a river in its upper, middle and lower course with this labeling-the-features-of-a-river worksheet.
Refer to this valuable printable for 4th grade and 5th grade students to know the terms
associated with rivers in order to gain an in-depth understanding of the features and parts of a
river. Children of elementary school will joyfully indulge themselves in this cut and glue activity
pdf of learning the definitions of the terms of various features that are associated with rivers.
Rivers Fill in the blanks. Make use of this exercise to learn, review or revise definitions,
interesting facts and useful information about rivers in this pdf worksheet for 6th grade
childrern. Our printable map, available in both color and monochrome versions for grade 4,
grade 5 and grade 6, provides the names and geographical locations of all the major rivers of
the world to facilitate learning. Locate the Major Rivers of the World. Go through the map to
identify and label the important rivers of the world that have been the cradle of some of the
greatest civilizations and home to greatly vibrant wildlife populations. The Rivers of the World.
Learning the names and locations of the longest rivers of the world doesn't need to be a tedious
task. Use this cut and glue printable worksheet to make this lesson fun for children of grade 5
and grade 6. Word Search Major Rivers. Is teaching the names of the rivers in the world
challenging? Get children of elementary school motivated and enthusiastic about taking this
initiative, with this word search activity worksheet pdf. Students in the 5th grade and 6th grade
will be mentally stimulated with this exciting quiz on rivers, that expects them to infer the name
of the river by decoding the clues provided. Rivers Research Report. How about involving
students in an engaging research report writing activity on as many rivers as you may want
them to conduct a detailed study on? This template is tailor-made for the purpose. Labeling
Rivers. Do you know the major rivers that flow though the USA? Learn to locate and label the
major rivers such as Missouri, Mississippi, Hudson and more on a printable map of the United
States of America. Members have exclusive facilities to download an individual worksheet, or an
entire level. Login Become a Member. Constitution U. States Flags U. Select the Type Color
Printer-friendly. River System Diagram Chart This easy-to-refer chart pdf illustrates the main
characteristics of a river system, and gives lucid definitions of its features like source, delta,
meander, etc. Labeling the Features of a River 3rd grade and 4th grade children get familiarized
with the basic features of a river system. River Vocabulary Chart Refer to this valuable printable
for 4th grade and 5th grade students to know the terms associated with rivers in order to gain
an in-depth understanding of the features and parts of a river. Rivers Fill in the blanks Make use
of this exercise to learn, review or revise definitions, interesting facts and useful information
about rivers in this pdf worksheet for 6th grade childrern. Map of World's Major Rivers Our
printable map, available in both color and monochrome versions for grade 4, grade 5 and grade
6, provides the names and geographical locations of all the major rivers of the world to facilitate
learning. Locate the Major Rivers of the World Go through the map to identify and label the
important rivers of the world that have been the cradle of some of the greatest civilizations and
home to greatly vibrant wildlife populations. The Rivers of the World Learning the names and
locations of the longest rivers of the world doesn't need to be a tedious task. Word Search
Major Rivers Is teaching the names of the rivers in the world challenging? Which river am I?
Rivers Research Report How about involving students in an engaging research report writing
activity on as many rivers as you may want them to conduct a detailed study on? What's New?
Follow us. Not a Member? These diagrams have been chosen as they help explain the features
of rivers in an easily accessible way. Interlocking spurs. Meander cross -section. Stream
ordering diagram. Features of a river basin. Bradshaw model. Formation of an oxbow lake. River
Facts. River Images. River Models. River Worksheets. River Words. River facts. River floods.
River waterfalls. River images. River diagrams. River Thames. River models. River words. River

videos. Awe and wonder. Class displays. Map Skills. Coast diagrams. Earthquake diagrams.
Glacier diagrams. Mountain diagrams. Rainforest diagrams. Settlement diagrams. Volcano
diagrams. Weather diagrams. The water cycle. River Diagrams - Interlocking spurs. River
Diagrams - Drainage basins. River Thames drainage basin. River Diagrams - V-Shaped valleys.
V-Shaped valley. Features of a river basin diagram. River Floods. River Waterfalls. River
Diagrams. These river diagrams help to explain the geography topic of rivers. Through looking
at these diagrams, it is easier to understand the nature of V-shaped valleys, the river ordering
system, the water cycle and other aspects related to rivers. A river is often divided into three
parts or stages and has features that are specific to each stage. The table below explains the
main features of each stage. The following three diagrams show various types of river
landscape. River stages A river is often divided into three parts or stages and has features that
are specific to each stage. Upper course of river Middle course of river Lower course of river
Source - the point at which the river starts. Interlocking spurs - where the river winds between
ridges. Gorge - a deep valley caused by the wearing back of a waterfall. Waterfall - often occur
where the river crosses a band of harder rock. V-shaped valley - produced in the upper course
because the river cuts down faster than the surrounding slopes are eroded. Meander - the river
starts to erode from side to side. River cliff - the river moves faster on the outside of the bend
and cuts into the valley side. The erosion undercuts the ground causing it to collapse, leaving a
cliff. River beach - slip-off slope the river moves more slowly on the inside of the bend. It cannot
carry the larger pebbles and these are dropped here. Oxbow lake - during floods the river cuts
through the neck of a large meander. The outside bend is left as a shallow lake. Floodplain - the
river is flowing in a very wide, flat valley. When it floods, it spreads over the floodplain. Silt is
deposited along the banks first. Over the years the deposits build up into high ridges. Estuary the open mouth of the river, where it meets the sea. National 5 Subjects National 5 Subjects up.
Upper course steep gradient. Vertical downward erosion. Source, tributaries, V-shaped valley,
interlocking spurs, waterfalls, rapids, gorges. Middle course gentle gradient. Lateral sideways
erosion starts, transportation. River beaches slip-off slopes , meanders, river cliffs. Lower
course very low gradient. A river wordsearch based on the top 20 longest rivers in the British
Isles. Free to download. Click on the. In this activity, the pupils have to use an atlas or an online
mapping software like Google Earth to identify the 15 longest rivers in the World on the map.
The pupils develop their locational knowledge of rivers and for an extension activity, the pupils
can list the seas and oceans that each river flows into. Here the pupils have to identify the
correct location of the longest rivers in the British Isles. These rivers worksheets are all taken
from the Channel 4 Learning website and a click on the image will take you straight to their
website. These rivers worksheets are provided by Wayland publishing and are designed to go
with a rivers book which they also sell. You can visit their website here to find out more. We
haven't seen the book but we like their free worksheets, hence us sharing them here with you.
Parts of a river. Leisure activity. This is a great topic starter. It asks you to build a word bank of
river words that you know already and helps the teacher assess how much pupils know already.
This activity helps you to become more familiar with and better at spelling the various river
words you will encounter when learning about the geography topic of rivers. This version is
slightly easier in that it has the missing words written around the edge. This activity makes for a
good homework or can be completed on tablet PCs. With the information needed for this
activity listed online, this activity is perfect for pupils to complete using tablet computers to
access the information or by going online using desktop PCs. This can be completed both in
school or at home. For all the information on river facts needed to complete this activity, go to
our web page:. In this activity, we look at a river feature - waterfalls, and we describe how the
waterfall is formed using the illustrations as a guide. The illustrations are clear and there is
plenty of room to annotate the diagrams. To assist in writing good descriptions, a list of useful
vocabulary is included. These rivers worksheets are provided with the idea that you use their
website to help complete them. There website can be found by clicking on the image. This is a
great lesson to do using either tablet PCs or computers. You watch 12 short video clips on
rivers that are all found on our river videos web page. The videos take 38 minutes in total and
after watching them, you record what you have learnt on this rivers activity sheet. The
worksheet comes complete with teacher notes. Ideas for extending the learning. Can you
identify rivers and other landscape features on a map? Match the following contour pattern with
the landscape feature. Match the contour pattern with the cross section of the same feature. See
this website for more details. Can you make a field sketch of a river? Make a field sketch. Using
this sketch as an example, can you make a sketch of a V-shaped valley? Can you recognise a
landscape feature on a map? For example, what would a river look like on these Ordnance
Survey maps? These colorful and child friendly activities help you to teach all about the topic of
rivers. River facts. River floods. River waterfalls. River images. River diagrams. River Thames.

River models. River words. River videos. Awe and wonder. Class displays. Map skills. Learn the
location of the World's major rivers. Where are the major rivers of the British Isles? A set of 30
River flashcards for a display. Click on the river words above. Free downloadable worksheets Rivers. A river system. When it rains. A river map. More free River worksheets. River safety. Fun
activi
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ties to help with learning river vocabulary. River Facts comprehension. Formation of a waterfall
worksheet. To help complete this activity, go to our webpage:. Free downloadable worksheets.
A river wordsearch. A rivers quiz. River video learning exercise. Contour Quiz 1 Match the
following contour pattern with the landscape feature. Make a field sketch Using this sketch as
an example, can you make a sketch of a V-shaped valley? Like our worksheets? Why not
download the whole set? River Facts. River Floods. River Models. River Waterfalls. River
Images. River Diagrams. River Worksheets. River Words. Geography sheets - Rivers. These
geography worksheets are all based on the topic of rivers and they are all free to download,
print and use. For more information, you can click on the image and it will take you to the
website it came from. We have also included some river worksheets we created ourselves. They
offer great support when learning about the Geography topic of rivers. River Videos.

